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At BGSU, we have an extensive sound archive that includes almost a million recordings in a
wide variety of formats, focused most particularly on 12-inch LPs, 7-in 45s, 78s, and CDs.
Since the bulk of our archive is made up of commercial sound recordings, we have,
historically, depended on traditional MARC records (and cards before that) to describe our
contents. Since these are formats with established cataloging procedures in a library, this
approach has the benefit of discoverability in WorldCat, consistent authority and record
validation, and the inclusion of many, many access points that we find critical for the ways
that our users interact with our collections. Here’s an example of a box set and the level to
which we go to provide access to titles and performers
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As you might imagine, this level of preciousness has resulted in a huge backlog – more than
half of our total numbers. Further, our old inventory system predates online catalogs by a
couple of decades and is primitive, to say the least, and not available to the public
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I should note that this is the high-tech version of the many hundreds-of pages print out that
our sound recordings archivist carried around for the first 40 years of his career. It’s organized
by label and simply includes label name and manufacturer number.
We realized several years ago that if we wanted the public to have access to our vast backlog,
we needed to start thinking differently about description. Along came More Product, Less
Process, and we had inspiration to address this overwhelming issue.
We looked closely at our cataloging process and identified several areas that we thought could
result in significant changes to the time involved, if we were willing to rethink our priorities.
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These included:
Authority control
All those access points.
Navigation of bibliographic utilities like OCLC’s Connexion or our own Innovative Sierra Client
(both require lots of clicking, OKing changes, etc.)
With these ideas in mind, we decided to approach from a different angle, and turned each of
these factors on its head. While it was, decidedly, painful to approach bibliographic
description without authority control, verifying and establishing individual identities is the
most time-consuming part of our processes because of the number of added entries and the
fact that we do full NACO authorization on our performers. To develop a faster process, this
had to go.
Likewise, we are very dependent on our content listings and title indexing but when we
weighed that level of access against patrons having no idea what existed in our collection, we
decided that this was something we could sacrifice in preliminary description. Finally all the
clicking involved with cataloging something directly in our OPAC was not something anyone
would miss, but we did have to devise a workflow to get around it.
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In the end, our process looks like this:
For each format (and we’re doing this right now with LPs and 45s), we create a spreadsheet
that includes all of the fields that we want to have in a record. These vary slightly by format,
but are uniformly minimal and always include at least performer, title, label name,
manufacturer number, and access information.
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We then use MARC Edit, a free utility developed by Terry Reese at Ohio State University, to
convert the spreadsheet data to a batch of MARC records. This set up is the most complex
part of the process, but it’s the key to making the whole thing work. Once you get the hang of
it, it’s not too hard. We do some testing to make sure that the files output by MARC Edit will
load appropriately in our catalog – and this takes some tweaking – then we’re ready to run.
Once we have students hired and trained, we hand over the spreadsheets to them for data
entry. Our cataloger waits until there is a critical mass of spreadsheets that are filled out, then
combines them by format. With this longer spreadsheet, she is able to do some spot checking
for typos and mass enter certain standard fields like format and access information that the
students don’t need to type.
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Once this is done, she runs them through MARC Edit with the templates that we’ve already
created, which results in an mrd file, that she then loads into our local catalog, and the
process is finished.
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Here’s an example of a complete record using this MPLP approach. It’s not a fair comparison
to the record I showed you earlier since this is a single and that was a box set, but please
believe me when I tell you that we could find a way to make this record at least twice as long
if we were taking our traditional approach.
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For brief records, we load them locally only, without loading them into our statewide
consortial catalog or updating holdings in OCLC. This last concession, not loading into OCLC, is
another painful one, but without initiating record creation in OCLC, it is a process that is too
time consuming, especially for such incomplete records.
There are a few things we wanted to achieve in approaching a cataloging project with MPLP,
but there were distinct tradeoffs, as well.
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On the plus side, this approach gives us huge throughput. For instance, we currently have a
CLIR Hidden Collections grant to provide access to our 45-rpm record collection. Our initial 3year goal for this project was to create brief records for almost 65,000 titles. By the end of the
first year, we had created records for almost 40,000 titles, so we’ll likely be able to double our
original goal.
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Another advantage is that this process lets us expand our cataloging labor force by using
student assistants where we can’t afford additional professional catalogers. The process is
simple enough that training goes quickly and sticks.
The downsides of this approach are the sacrifices we knew we'd be making, and they're all
ones that we decided were outweighed by the improved discoverability of our collections
locally.
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Lack of authority control, for instance, results in multiple entries for given artists. This is
something that we can do some cleanup on after the project for artists whose works are well
represented in the catalog, but you can see the difficulty in this this catalog search.
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Likewise, we miss the greater discoverability of having our holdings in OCLC, but at least we’re
able to train our local researchers to start with our catalog.
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We’ve made several commitments to minimize the long-term effects of this process.
First, as materials are requested for listening, they are cataloged fully, creating a demanddriven cataloging queue.
We’ve also made a commitment not to build on the undocumented backlag. New materials
get at least brief records before going on any shelf, and purchases go into the full cataloging
queue immediately.
Finally, as mentioned earlier, when we get to major stopping points with entering records for
our 45s and LPs, we’ll do at least some global updates on performer names to eliminate the
current conflicts.
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In the end, this strategy has been contrary to our usual approaches to description and
required a fair amount of realignment of our priorities, but we’ve found that the benefits do
outweigh the causes of concern and that, most importantly, our patrons are able to make
better use of our collections.
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